Sassy Survival Kits
Hoop Size: 5x7

SUPPLY LIST

















Cut away mesh stabilizer
Water soluble mesh stabilizer
Soft Tear away stabilizer
Ruler
Rotary cutter
80/12 or 90/14 sharp embroidery needles
80/12 or 90/14 sharp sewing needles
Embroidery thread, sewing thread, and bobbin thread
Embroidery nips (or small scissors)
2—14” or longer zippers (not metal!)
¾” Bias Tape Maker Tool
Temporary Basting Glue
Scotch Tape
Q-tips
Mini Iron
Mini Anorak Snaps (1 per kit)

DIMENSIONS
CLOSED: 5½” X 7½”
OPEN: 5½” X 15”

RESOURCES

 www.shellysmola.com
 Embroidery Snips
 Zip it Up! - Zipper in the Hoop tutorial

www.allstitch.net
ABRIC IST
 Cut away stabilizer: Sheer Stitch White
 ¼ yd of 93” wide high loft quilter’s batting
“Diagonal Mesh” No-Show Cut Away Stabilizer
 ¼ yd of fabric for the outside sections
 Wash away mesh stabilizer: Vilene
 ¼ yd of fabric for the inside sections
 Tear Away Stabilizer: RipStitch S-18 Soft Tear
 ¼ yd of fabric for the pocket linings
Away
 ⅛ yd of fabric for the sashing

505 Adhesive Spray
 ⅛ yd of fabric for the binding

Embroidery thread
 ⅛ yd of premium weight vinyl or 20-guage
 Needles
vinyl
 www.quiltersdreambatting.com
 Quilters Dream Batting: Quilters Dream Puff
OPYRIGHT NFORMATION
 www.zipperstop.com
Sharing is Stealing! All digitized designs and in Zippers—really inexpensive! Order by phone to
structions are copyrighted by Shelly Smola Designs
save on shipping!
and are only for use by the person who originally

www.amazon.com
purchased the designs. Digitized designs are not to
 ¼” Dritz Mini Anorak Snaps & Tools Kit
be shared, swapped, duplicated or sold in any way.
 Bias Tape Maker Tools
Designs in their stitched out form can be used on
 Roxanne Glue Baste It
personal items, gifts and items for resale on a small

www.joann.com
or your local fabric store
scale. The digitized design itself remains the prop 20-guage vinyl
erty of Shelly Smola Designs. Please help Shelly

Walmart
continue to offer quality designs at reasonable pric Premium weight vinyl
es by following copyright laws.
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